We perform statistical analyses of the infall of dark-matter onto clusters in numerical simulations within the concordance ΛCDM model. By studying the infall profile around clusters of different mass, we find a linear relation between the maximum infall velocity and mass which reach ∼ 900 km/s for the most massive groups. The maximum infall velocity and the group mass follow a suitable power law fit of the form,
INTRODUCTION
The large-scale velocity field provides a significant source of information on the distribution of mass fluctuations in the Universe. Moreover, the relation between peculiar velocities and mass is simple, providing a direct indication of the distribution of mass independent of assumptions about the bias factor of different galaxy types.
Large scales flows have been addressed both theoretically (Regös & Geller 1989 , Bothun et al. 1990 , Hiotelis 2001 and observationally (Dekel 1999 , Cecarrelli et al. 2005 , for a review see Strauss & Willick 1995) and the predictions from linear theory are found to suitably reproduce the observations (Regös & Geller 1989) and are often used in mass estimation in the outer regions of clusters (Diaferio & Geller 1997 , Diaferio 1999 . On the other hand, the dynamical behavior of objects near regions of high density contrast can be described by the spherical infall model with a collapsing streaming motion with amplitude depending only on the distance to the local density maximum (Diaferio & Geller, 1997) . Gunn (1978) and Peebles (1976 Peebles ( , 1980 ) derived a linear approximation to the infall velocity induced by an isotropic mass concentration described by δ(r) = ρ(r)/ρ b − 1, where ρ(r) is the average density inside a radius r and ρ b is the background density. The infall velocity V inf is then given by
where H0 is the Hubble constant and Ω0 is the cosmological density parameter. Yahil (1985) provides a non-linear approximation to the exact solution of the infall velocity: 
however, this equation is not accompanied by a published derivation. Regös & Geller (1989) , assume that clusters are spherically symmetric and obtain a solution for the nonlinear infall velocity of the system as an expansion series, which is accurate before orbit crossing takes place and for δ < 1 − 2. They also quote that this solution is inadequate for large density enhancements. Therefore, neither their calculations nor Eqs. 1 or 2, are expected to hold in or near cluster centres, or more generally in virialised regions. In order to overcome this problem, Croft, Dalton & Efstathiou (1999) -hereafter, CDE-choose to truncate the expression for V
non−lin inf
with an exponential cutoff e −δ(r)/δc with δc = 50, which roughly approximates the effect of the rapid decrease of infall velocities at small r due to virialised motions (see figure 7 in CDE). When adding the exponential cutoff, the expression for the linear infall velocity given by Eq. 1 becomes:
for the non-linear infall velocity (Eq. 2) this is:
CDE claim to obtain a better fit to their simulations using this equation, but given the arbitrary nature of this truncation, they still restrict their analysis to the outer regions of haloes (r > 2.5h −1 Mpc). In this paper, we explore the characteristics of streaming motions in the regions surrounding clusters using large, high resolution VIRGO N-body simulations, and compare these results to predictions from linear theory and the spherical infall model. We will also study the alignments between the velocity field and the positions of haloes in the numerical simulation, to determine the extent to which a radial approximation to the velocity field around high-density peaks is valid. In a related subject, we will provide a further quantification of velocity alignments by measuring the fractions of particles flowing towards haloes with respect to those staying at roughly fixed gravitational potentials, and we will compare it to the fraction of particles escaping the potential wells of haloes. In all these analyses we will also study the impact of local density on the infall and alignment of motion towards clusters. This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 contains a brief description of the numerical simulations used in this work; Section 3 describes the statistical analyses and the resulting dependencies of the infall pattern on cluster mass and local density. Finally, Section 4 contains a summary of the conclusions drawn from this work.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The numerical simulation used in this work was carried out by the Virgo Consortium. In particular, we use the publicly available Very Large Simulations, VLS (Yoshida et al. 2001) , characterised by a ΛCDM model, 512
3 particles in a cosmological box of 480h −1 Mpc on a side, and a mass resolution of 6.86 × 10 10 h −1 M⊙. The cosmology is characterised by a matter density parameter Ω0 = 0.3, cosmological constant ΩΛ = 0.7 and expansion rate at the present time H0 = 100h Mpc km/s where h = 0.7. The Cold Dark Matter (CDM) initial power spectrum was computed using the CM BF AST software (Seljak & Zaldarriaga 1996) , and is normalised to the abundance of galaxy clusters at z = 0 so that σ8 = 0.9. Dark-matter haloes are identified in the simulation using a standard friends-of-friends algorithm (Davis et al. 1985) using a linking length l, given by l = 0.17n −1/3 , wheren is the mean numerical density of particles; this linking length corresponds to an overdensity of δρ/ρ = 200. This large simulation contains a large number of halos spanning a wide range of masses. The criteria followed in the identification of dark-matter haloes leads to ∼ 720, 000 identified systems with masses ranging from 6.8 × 10 11 h −1 M⊙ (10 particles) to 2.35 × 10 15 h −1 M⊙ (more than 20, 000 particles). In Figure 1 we plot a slice of the VLS simulations where the distribution of particles is shown in a logarithmic grayscale density plot. The dark matter density was smoothed using a R = 1h −1 Mpc top-hat filter and corresponds to a slice of 60h −1 Mpc a side and 10h −1 Mpc deep. The black arrows indicate the projected velocity field of 20% of the particles in the slice. It can be clearly appreciated the sys- tematic infall flow onto dense regions, as well as outflow patterns from the lower density regions.
We calculate the halo peculiar velocity by averaging the individual group member velocities. In Figure 2 we show the normalised distribution function of the peculiar velocity of halos with masses between 10 11 h −1 M⊙ − 10 12 h −1 M⊙ (dotted line), 10 12 h −1 M⊙ − 10 13 h −1 M⊙ (short dashed line), 10 13 h −1 M⊙ − 10 14 h −1 M⊙ (long dashed line) and more than 10 14 h −1 M⊙ (solid line); and the distribution function of peculiar velocities of the dark matter particles (thick short-dashed line). As can be seen, even the most massive groups have similar mean-velocities than dark-matter particles (Einasto et al. 2005 , Shaw et al. 2005 . However, only dark-matter particles show a high velocity tail (V > 1500 km/s), whereas groups rarely reach peculiar velocity values above V = 1000 km/s (Shaw et al. 2005) .
VELOCITY FIELD ANALYSIS
In this section we study the statistical properties of the velocity field in the neighborhoods of dark-matter haloes, up to scales of 40h −1 Mpc. We begin by analysing the mean infall velocity of particles onto groups, and the distribution of the peculiar velocity orientation of the particles in the outskirts of the groups (Subsection 3.1). In Subsection 3.2 we study the dependence of the results on the local darkmatter density. We perform our analysis for four diferent group mass samples (see Table 1 ). 
and more than 10 14 h −1 M ⊙ (solid line). Table 1 . Description of our samples of dark-matter haloes corresponding to different ranges of mass and the number of groups identified.
Sample
Mass interval [h −1 M ⊙ ] Number of groups S1 3.4 × 10 12 − 6.8 × 10 12 73509 S2 6.8 × 10 12 − 6.8 × 10 13 72465 S3 6.8 × 10 13 − 6.8 × 10 14 6097 S4 > 6.8 × 10 14 92
The average velocity infall
We start our analysis of the velocity field by computing the group-averaged infall velocity as follows: we select groups in a specific mass range, and calculate the mean particle infall velocity as a function of distance to the group centres. In Figure 3 we plot the mean infall velocity profile for the four subsamples S1, S2, S3 and S4 (dotted, short-dashed, longdashed and solid line respectively) described in Table 1 . As it can be seen, the maximum infall velocity, V max inf , increases with the group mass, with values V max inf ∼ 250 km/s for groups in sample S1, and V max inf = 950 km/s for those in S4, the most massive groups in our analysis. The rapid decrease of infall velocities at small scales indicates the boundary of the virialised region. It can also be seen that the scale of the maximum infall velocity correlates well with group mass, a somewhat expected effect given the correlation between mass and virial radius. We notice a more rapid decrease of the infall pattern for the most massive groups compared to the gentle decline shown by low mass systems. We compare the actual infall velocity measured in the simulations with the prediction from the CDE model. In order to do this, we calculate the averaged density enhancement inside a sphere of radius r centered in each group and derive the linear infall velocity using an exponential cutoff given by Eq. 3 for the same mass intervals described in Table 1 . The results are plotted in Figure 3 , where it can be appreciated that although this model provides a reasonable agreement to the infall around high mass haloes, there are still large discrepancies at small and large scales, specially for the lower mass ranges explored here.
The results shown in Figure 3 indicate a tight relation between V max inf and group mass in both, the patterns measured in the simulations, and the results from Eq. 3. In order to address the infall correlation with group mass we measure the mean infall profile for different mass ranges, and compute V max inf . In Figure 4 , we show the maximum mean infall velocity as a function of group mass in the simulation (solid circles), and from Eq. 3 (open triangles).
A suitable power-law fit to the simulation results is:
where the parameter values are m0 = 1.29 × 10 5 , and γ = 0.29. Using the linear fit with the exponential cutoff given by Eq. 3, it is possible to infer a relation between the scale of the maximum infall velocity and the halo mass:
where the factor A is defined as function of δc as A = (2 + 3/δc) 2 + 12/δc − 2 − 3/δc, with A > 0 for any given 
By setting H0 = 70, Ωm = 0.3 and δc = 50, we obtain V inf (rmax) ≃ M 1/3 /2.25 × 10 4 , which is very similar to our power-law fit in Eq. 5. We now calculate V max inf (M ) from Eq. 7 using different values of δc = 40, 45, 50, 55 and 60, and plot the results in Figure 4 (dotted lines). As it can be seen in this figure, the best fit to the simulations is achieved when using δc ∼ 45 (dashed line).
In order to characterise the alignments of the infall of dark-matter in the outskirts of haloes, we centre our origin on each halo, and measure the angle θ between the particle position vector and its peculiar velocity. In order to detect variations with the halo mass, we analyse subsamples S1, S2, S3 and S4 described in Table 1 . Figure 5 shows the results from averaging cos(θ) over each sample of haloes (dotted, short dashed, long dashed and solid lines for samples S1, S2, S3 and S4, respectively).
Dark-matter particles infalling towards S4 groups show the maximum alignment, cos(θ)max ≃ −0.77 at r ≃ 5.5h
Mpc. In contrast, the peculiar velocity of particles in the outskirts of groups in sample S1 show the lowest alignment, with cos(θ)max ≃ −0.3 at r ≃ 1h −1 Mpc. As can be seen, we obtain a maximum 'coherence' for the alignment in a relatively small range of scales: 1h −1 Mpc r 6h −1 Mpc. The velocity field of the particles around the most massive groups (sample S4) show a significant alignment at large Table 1 (samples S1, S2, S3 and S4, in dotted, short dashed, long dashed and solid lines, respectively). The inset shows the relation between cos(θ) max and group mass. The dotted line corresponds the best log-linear fit to this relation, cos(θ)max = γlog(M/C 0 ), where γ = 0.17 and C 0 = 5.18 × 10 1 0.
scales (r > 30h
−1 Mpc). However, for less massive systems, cos(θ) is significantly reduced. It can also be appreciated that the maximum alignment between the cluster-centric position and the peculiar velocity of the particles is a function of group mass. We show this relation in the inset of Figure  5 for different masses (same samples as those in Figure 4 ). An empirical logarithmic power-law fit,
with parameters γ = 0.17 and C0 = 5.18 × 10 10 , gives a very good agreement to the simulation results, as can be seen in dotted line in the inset of Figure 5 .
We perform a further study of the infall-angle in the outskirts of dark-matter haloes by comparing the number of particles in each shell of radius r with peculiar velocities pointing outwards from the group center, to the number pointing towards the group center. We measure Ni(r), Nm(r) and No(r), which indicate the number of particles characterised by 1/3 cos(θ) (infall), −1/3 < cos(θ) < 1/3 (intermediate) and cos(θ) −1/3 (outflow), respectively, at a distance r from the group centre. We average across our sample, and calculate the ratios Di(r) =< (Ni(r)/Nm(r)) > and Do(r) =< (No(r)/Nm(r)). Figure 6 show the results for Di(r) (thick lines) and Do(r) (thin lines) for the samples S1, S2, S3 and S4 (dotted, short-dashed, long-dashed and solid lines, respectively). As can be seen, samples S1 and S2 show Do > 1 at r > 30h −1 Mpc, indicating that the large density inhomogeneities marked by the halo centres are still correlated with the distribution of mass at such large distances.
The fact that the maximum of Di and minimum of Do Figure 6 . The average ratio between the number of particles with 1/3 < cos(θ) < 1 (N outf low ) and −1/3 < cos(θ) < 1/3 (Nm), referred to as D i (black); and the ratio between the number of particles with −1 < cos(θ) < −1/3 (N inf all ) and Nm, refereed to as Do (red). These ratios are plotted for the different mass ranges used in previous plots: 3.45 × 10 11 − 6.8 × 10 12 h −1 M ⊙ (dotted line), 6.8 × 10 12 − 6.8 × 10 13 h −1 M ⊙ (short dashed line), 6.8 × 10 13 − 6.8 × 10 14 h −1 M ⊙ (long dashed line) and M > 6.8 × 10 14 h −1 M ⊙ (solid line).
coincide with one another, as well as with the maximum alignment as measured by cos(θ), is to be expected since the maximum alignment occurs when the largest number of particles infall towards the halo centres. We also notice that these maxima occur at larger distances for higher mass haloes, consistent with the maximum infall velocities occurring further away from the most massive haloes. We notice that the maximum infall velocity occurs ∼ 30% closer to the group than the maximum velocity alignment. This suggests that alignments are a better choice than infall velocities for the determination of the distance where the halo virialisation breaks the trend of increasing infall and velocity alignments toward the halo centres. In general, our results are consistent with high mass haloes being more relaxed systems with isotropic velocity distributions.
The infall dependence on local density.
In this subsection, we analyse the dependence of the infall pattern, the infall-angle and the parameters Di and Do on the local density of the dark-matter particle being considered in the analysis. We define a local number density, ρn, as the number of particles in cubic cells of side lc = 3h
Mpc (note this is not a proper density definition, just a simple parameter to characterise the environment of a darkmatter particle), and a mean numerical density,ρn, as the mean number of particles expected in cells of volume Vc = l we divide our analysis according to the following ranges of local density: high, intermediate and low densities defined as ρn/ρn > 2, 1/2 < ρn/ρn < 2 and ρn/ρn < 1/2, respectively. In Figure 7 we plot the average infall velocity of particles with ρ/ρ > 2 (solid lines), ρ/ρ ∼ 1 (dashed lines) and ρ/ρ < 1/2 (dotted lines) as a function of the scale, for the four group samples S1, S2, S3 and S4 (panels A, B, C and D respectively). It can be noticed that more massive haloes tend to show less differences in the infall patterns of high and low density particles (almost no difference in panel D), whereas low mass groups (panel A) show a difference between maximum infall of high and low density particles of ∼ 200 km/s (more than 60% of the maximum infall for the high density particles). We provide fits to the V max inf vs. mass relation for the different ranges of local density in table 2, where it can be seen that both the slope, γ, and m0 increase for decreasing local density values. Note that the global fit is similar to that of ρn > 2ρn, which indicates that the signal from high density regions dominates the overall infall velocity.
In order to get a deeper insight on the flow patterns in the outskirts of groups, we also study the dependence of Table 3 . Values obtained for the parameters γ and C 0 in the fit of cos(θ)max vs. mass, considering different ranges of local density.
Local density (ρn) γ C 0
All ρn values 0.176 5.18 × 10 10 ρn > 2ρn 0.178 6.16 × 10 10 ρn/2 < rhon < 2ρn 0.159 2.66 × 10 9 ρn <ρn/2 0.157 1.05 × 10 9 the infall-angle on density; we compute the average cos(θ) for particles characterised by a local density ρn. Figure 8 shows these results for the mass samples defined in Table 1 (panels A, B, C and D for samples S1, S2, S3 and S4 respectively) for particles in high density environments, ρ >>ρ (solid lines); intermediate densities, ρ ∼ρ (dashed line) and low densities, ρ <<ρ (dotted line). Each group sample shows diferent features in their alignment profiles including different maximum alignments; we notice that for higher mass groups the maximum alignment is more significant, as can be seen in Figure 5 . For the least massive groups (sample S1 in panel A) we obtain a maximum alignment of cos(θ) ∼ −0.5 at r ∼ 3h −1 Mpc for low density particles, and a lower maximum alignment for particles in high density regions, cos(θ) ∼ −0.25 at r ∼ 4h −1 Mpc. However, at larger scales, r > 6h −1 Mpc, high-density particles are better aligned than low-density particles. Samples S2 and S3 (intermediate masses) show a similar behaviour: the maximum alignment of low-density particles around groups in sample S2 reaches cos(θ) ∼ −0.6, whereas the high-density particles reach cos(θ) ∼ −0.4, both at r > 8h −1 Mpc. As can be seen, the peculiar velocities of higher-density particles are more aligned with the direction to the centre of the halo. In the case of group sample S3 the particles in low density regions have a maximum alignment cos(θ) ∼ −0.8 whereas high-density particles show the maximum at cos(θ) ∼ −0.6. Again, at scales r > 20h −1 Mpc, higher density particles are more aligned. In group sample S4 it can be observed that particles in low and high density environments show the same maximum alignment cos(θ) ∼ −0.8 at r ∼ 6h
Mpc, while particles with intermediate densities are more strongly aligned, with cos(θ) ∼ −0.9. For this particular group sample, we do not find a significant difference in the alignment of high, medium, and low density particles. Table  3 shows the parameter values for the fits to cos(θ)max vs. mass for the different ranges of local densities and halo mass considered here. As can be seen, both the slope γ and c0 are larger for higher densities. This indicates that particles in denser regions are moving in a direction better aligned to the center of the groups. As in the case of the maximum infall velocity, it can also be seen that the parameter fits resulting from all the particles surrounding groups is similar to the fit from the particles in the densest regions, indicating that the latter dominate the alignment signal.
We now search for possible dependencies of the fraction of infalling and outflowing particles, Do and Di defined above, on the local density of dark-matter particles. Figure 9 presents these results for our four group samples (panels A, B, C and D for samples S1, S2, S3 and S4, respectively) for particles in low-(dotted line), intermediate-(dashed line) and high-density (solid line) regions. As can be seen, the ratio Di is larger for low-density particles at small separations, whereas at larger scales, the trend is similar for particles in both, high and low density regions. Inspection of panel D, indicates that an important difference of three orders of magnitude can be achieved between the number of infalling to outflowing particles for high density regions. Note that this maximum occurs at a scale ∼ 50% larger than that in low density regions. In high density regions, however, this difference is not so important. It should also be noticed that, although not detected in Figure 6 for the overall ratios of infalling and outflowing particles, particles in the lower density regions show a minimum in Di at slightly (marginally) larger distances from the halo centres than the corresponding maximum in Do.
CONCLUSIONS
We now summarise the main conclusions we arrived at during the series of analyses performed on the VLS simulations. We studied the peculiar velocity field around dark-matter haloes of varying masses, considering infall velocities, the infall angle with respect to the halo centres, and the fractions of infalling and outflowing particles. We also studied variations in these quantities as the local dark-matter particle density varies. We now list our main results and conclusions:
• The maximum infall velocity around the most massive groups identified in the numerical simulation (∼ 10 15 h −1 M⊙), is v inf ∼ 900 km/s. The results for the lowest mass group sample (∼ 10 12 h −1 M⊙) indicate a maximum in- fall velocity of ∼ 220 km/s, decreasing very slowly at larger distances from the halo centres.
• The maximum infall velocity occurs in a narrow range of scales, 2h −1 Mpc < rmax < 6h −1 Mpc even when considering a broad range of group masses (10 12 h −1 M⊙ to 10 15 h −1 M⊙).
• The exponential cutoff linear model analysed by Croft et al., works better for the most massive groups at small scales. It does not reproduce the infall pattern for groups samples with M < 10 14 h −1 M⊙, neither the large scale infall signature onto massive systems in any of our subsamples S1 to S4.
• We find a power law relation between the maximum infall velocity and mass. The Croft et al. model with an exponential overdensity cutoff provides a good fit for δc ≃ 45.
• Large mass groups show a stronger alignment between the dark-matter particle peculiar velocity and its clustercentric position than do low mass groups. Regardless of the halo mass, this maximum alignment occurs at intermediate scales, 2h −1 Mpc < rmax < 8h −1 Mpc.
• There are remarkable differences between the dynamical behaviour of low-and high-density particles. In general, higher density particles exhibit higher infall velocities and lower alignment than particles in lower density environments. The difference in infall is less evident when considering high mass haloes, and the alignment becomes similar for high and low density particles for larger distances to halo centres. However, at large enough distances, high-density particles become even more aligned than lower density particles, specially for low mass haloes.
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